EX ALDERMAN NEWSLETTER 525 AND CHESTERFIELD UNAPPROVED 470

April 2, 2022
TOWN AND COUNTRY BOARD OF ALDERMEN MEETING

Both Ward-1 Alderwomen, Barbara Ann Hughes and Pam Holman were missing.
Two missing Alderwoman meant another continuance for the building expansion at
Town & Country Crossing that would reduce the access to the promenade and pond
area.
The expansion of the building for a Chase Bank branch was voted down in Planning
and Public Works meaning if it went before the Alderpersons if would need a “super
majority” to pass. Ald. Jeff Wittmaier, who has a seat on the P&Z Commission voted
against it. This meant they would need 7-votes and they weren’t there.
Current Entrance

Proposed voted down entrance
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STATE AUDIT CAME IN UNDER BUDGET: Mayor Rehm opened the meeting with a
“thank-you” to the staff for the efficient way they worked with the State Auditors. It was
estimated that the audit (caused by residents’ petitions) would cost $125,000 or more.
The bill dated March 18, 2022 came in at $101,840.74.

Maybe a record! The meeting was over in 22 minutes, possibly a record for a regular
meeting. This was despite Ald. Jeff Wittmaier asking a couple of questions in his very
lengthy manner. Meetings move along quicker now that Fred Meyland-Smith is off the
Board. Of course the final appointment of Mayor Jon Dalton before he fled office was to
put Meyland-Smith back on the Planning and Zoning Commission where he was as an
alderman that guarantees adding 15 minutes or more to a meeting.
ELECTION DAY Where to vote in T&C? Since the pandemic voters no longer had a
specific polling place they had to go to vote. You can go to any polling place and they
will pull up a ballot for your area from the computer. Last year I voted in the Town &
Country elections at the Chesterfield City Hall where I was picking up something at the
police department.

Here are the polling places for T&C:

Town and Country Polling Locations
(Residents are able to go to any Polling location within Town and
Country or ST. Louis County)
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TOPPING ROAD UPDATE Here is the latestfrom project managerTim Randick:
Despite contending with what Mr. B.J. Thomas referenced as “Raindrops Keep Fallin’ on My
Head”, Gershenson’s pipe laying crew is significantly ahead of schedule. So much so they are a
week ahead of the site grading crew. This week will be very quiet with limited works if any
present. The final two remaining structures to be installed with be delivered the week of April
4th. They are the custom built downstream defenders that will have the project meet MSD
water quality as part of the project. During that same time period the site grading crew will be
arriving to install the retaining wall at the same location the street crossing occurred and begin
setting grade for sidewalk installation. As we enter the month of April, and the potential for her
showers, we are optimistic on completing the project on time and within budget. Attached is a
glimpse of what treasures can be found when making sewer crossings under a roadway.

I was forced to ask where were the treasures? This was his reply:
One active water main, two abandoned water mains left in place, old culvert pipe, gas main,
rebar. Just a lot fun stuff to dance around. I was being facetious when I said “treasures”.
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CHESTERFIELD WARD-4 COUNCIL RACE TURNS DIRTY EARLY It is only one
candidate shoveling the shit but the other candidate is the only one suffering from stolen
and vandalized yard signs, grossly false statements and other dirty politics.
Far right winger and relatively new Chesterfield resident (10-years moving from
Augusta, MO) Tamarah Wagner filed at the last minute against long time Chesterfield
resident and community volunteer Merrell Hansen. Hansen has lived in Chesterfield
since before the City was created 33 years ago. She served on the city’s Arts Council
beginning in 2002 and the Planning Commission in 2013, where she is now the chair.
Wagner recently has tried to associate herself by name to Republican Rep. Ann
Wagner. (There is no connection) She is the wife of an Anesthesiologist, Frederick W.
Wagner, who is associated with two small Illinois hospitals.
However the most famous Wagner that she is clearly associated with is her step son
who we first wrote about in Newsletter #522 after gaining area and national coverage of
his arrest for defacing a mural honoring late African-American leaders. The mural was
on the wall of a tunnel at Washington University. The incident was clearly racist.
Arrested was Mitchell Frederick Wagner 24.
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There is apparently such a thing as bad publicity. Here is the headline and opening two
paragraphs to a March 10 Andy Banker report on KTVI.

It is somewhat ironic that one candidate is associated with a racist who destroys art and
the other one used to be on a city commission that promoted art.

Wagner

Hansen

DOOR TO DOOR: Hansen is truly pounding the pavement in Ward-4. Wagner is going
door-to-door but we hear it is only with Tom DeCampi, the Ward-4 Councilman being
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replaced. DeCampi lost his political steam when the police had to be called to Best Buy
when Tom and his college age son were not wearing masks after Thanksgiving 2020.
DeCampi was running against Bob Nation for mayor. Mayor Nation was quick to post
the police video on the City’s website and DeCampi dropped out of the race.
INCIDENTS: Maybe one of the worst incidents we have heard is that Hansen has a
relationship with the owners of the Smoke House/Annie Gunn’s and she was told she
could put up a sign on the property of the popular restaurant and food store. However
Wagner’s husband call them and lied claiming businesses that serve the public cannot
put up a sign just for one candidate and must by law put up signs for both. This is
totally false. Of course companies and corporations endorse and back candidates all
the time.
Hansen has played the “nice guy” card and refused to discuss this or confirm it.
However we have received the same story from four long time reliable sources.

STOLEN SIGNS: Merrell Hansen tells us that she doesn’t want to talk about all the
incidents involving her signs and mailings against her. But there is one corner of a major
intersection in Chesterfield Valley where Hansen had permission to put up signs. Every
time her signs go up they are stolen in 24 hours,
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A Hansen sign thrown behind a fence
There have been other locations for sign thefts or removal and thrown somewhere out
of view on the property.
VANDALIZED OR DESTROYED

It is a shame this race thanks to Wagner has come down to lies, thefts and vandalism.
It should have been a far-right conservative candidate versus a moderate conservative
candidate and their positions on the issues.
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Wednesday March 23, 2022
22-1185 - Bomb Threat (we included his in last week’s report)
The Jewish Community Center at 16801 Baxter received a bomb threat message
through their online communication portal. The Creve Coeur Jewish Community Center
received the same message. St. Louis County police responded to Creve Coeur and
Chesterfield officers responded to the Chesterfield Center. Neither Center requested a
full evacuation and remained open but members were advised of the threat and several
did choose to leave the building. Officers maintained the scene until St. Louis County
bomb dogs arrived and searched the building. No devices were found and the Center
resumed their normal operations. It should be noted the bomb dog supervisor reported
the exact same threat has been received at several other facilities across the country in
the last few months.
22-1185 Supplement: A second threat, similar in nature to the one noted in the
day watch EOS, was received by the JCCA. The facility remained open and no
evacuation was conducted. Officers remained on scene and provided other security
measures at the request of building management.
22-1186 - CIT report
Officers responded to a disabled vehicle in the area of Clarkson and Park Forest Drive.
Officers located the vehicle and upon investigation found the female driver to be
suffering from a breakdown and having suicidal thoughts. Officers were able to
deescalate the situation and the subject was voluntarily transported to Mercy hospital
for evaluation.
No report - Officers responded to a fire alarm call at Macy’s in Chesterfield Mall,
where shoppers and employees were being evacuated from the building for smoke.
Upon arrival officers and fire department personnel located the source of smoke which
was a dumpster outside of the building that had caught fire. The fire was extinguished
and no one was injured. Macy’s resumed normal business.
21-4860: A Ford F150 that was stolen off Chesterfield Center last December was
recovered by St. Louis City. Details surrounding the recovery are unknown at this
time. The vehicle was processed by an ID officer, the victim was notified and the
teletype was canceled.
22-1191: A traffic stop on Boone’s Crossing resulted in the arrest of the driver. He was
entered as a POI for the theft of a firearm out of St. Louis City.
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22-1193 Larceny: The SEU detained three subjects for under ringing merchandise at
Walmart. They were each issued a SIL.

22-1195 - DWI - I-64/ Chesterfield Parkway - A traffic stop resulted in the driver being
arrested for DWI
Steven Luke Holt 43 St. Charles
03/23/22
11/30/21
02/06/14
07/30/98

DWI, Expired Lic Plates
Expired License Plates Guilty
Expired Plates Fine
Speeding Guilty Fine

Chesterfield PD
Chesterfield PD
St. Charles Co SO
MO Hwy Patrol

22-1197 - Domestic Assault- Green Circle Ct - Female stated her ex-boyfriend
threatened to shoot her and her family during a verbal argument. The ex-boyfriend
denied making those statements. Case will be forwarded to the prosecuting attorney for
review

THURSDAY March 24, 2022
MAN WHO STOLE OFF-DUTY CHESTERFIELD POLICE OFFICER’S CAR AT GUN
POINT AND ATTEMPTED TO KILL HIM GETS 20-YEARS: On 12-17-19 30-year-old
Korey Rush went Christmas shopping at Gravois Bluffs looking for a motor vehicle. The
only immediate problem is there are not car dealers in Gravois Bluffs.
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Rush walked up to an occupied vehicle pulled a handgun and demanded the driver get
out. The driver, an off-duty Chesterfield police officer resisted and began to struggle
with Rush, at which time Rush fired a shot at the officer and missed.
On Thursday March 24 Rush pled guilty to the following charges:
Robbery 1st Degree
Assault First Degree
2-counts Armed Criminal Action
He was sentenced to 20-years in prison.
This is from court documents:

Here is part of Rush’s record that we could find:
09/18/20 Felony Drug Possession
St. Louis City PD
12/17/19 Armed Robbery, Felony Assault, Armed Crim Action St. Louis Co PD
07/13/10 Fail to Transfer Sale of Veh $50 fine, No Auto Ins
MO Hwy Patrol
3-days jail in lieu of fine, fail to Display Lic Plates 2-days jail
10/14/12 Making False Police Report Guilty 30-days jail
Jefferson Co SO
08/29/12 Property Damage Guilty 10-days jail
Jefferson Co SO
02/07/09 2-ct Possession of Sale of Illegal Weapon Guilty Prob Jefferson Co SO
12/09/08 Minor Purchase/Attempt Alcohol Guily 29-days jail
Jefferson Co SO
07/29/08 Fail to Yield to Emg Veh $100 fine
Jefferson Co SO
06/19/08 Felony Drug Possession Guilty Probation Rev 6-yrs Jefferson Co SO
Prison
03/03/08 Stealing Guilty Probation Revoked 60 days jail
Jefferson Co
10/25/07 2-cts Poss of Marijuana Probation Revoked 60-days Jefferson Co SO
05/04/07 Assault 3rd Degree Guilty Probation Revoked 60 days Jefferson Co SO
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Korey Rush

22-1199 - Property Damage / Shooting into a Dwelling
Apartment manager at 1570 Westmeade Drive originally reported person/s unknown
shattered their side office complex door. Further investigation revealed the door/glass
had been shot out and two witnesses were located that identified the suspect as a
former employee of the complex. Officers were able to locate the suspect and take him
into custody. Two pistols were seized from the suspect voluntarily and after a search
warrant was obtained a shotgun and ammunition were seized from his apartment.
Officers are still investigating at the time of this report, and a bullet found at the scene
will be compared to those test fired from his weapon at the lab.
Nicholas B. Goette 36
03/24/22 Weapons Violation, Property Damage

William Harvey Carruthers 40 Manchester
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Chesterfield PD

03/24/22
02/20/21
04/16/08
12/13/04

Stealing
Stealing
2-cts Fel Drug Poss Guilty 4-yrs prison early release
Fel Drug Possession Probation revoked 5-yrs prison
Resisting Arrest Probation revoked 30-days jail

Chesterfield PD
Manchester PD
Kirkwood PD
Des Peres DPS

22-1207 and 22-1209 Auto Theft/LSMVA: The victim left his vehicle running and
unlocked while at a gas station on Olive. No suspect description is available at this
time. A short time later the vehicle was located damaged and off the roadway near
Woods Mill and Brooking Park. The driver and any occupants had left the scene. A
canvass, to include assistance from the Ellisville K9, failed to locate any suspects.

22-1208: SEU contacted a subject at Walmart in reference to a potential under ringing
incident. This case is under further investigation. The subject was arrested in reference
to a prior stealing from Walmart (22-974) as well as several outstanding warrants to
include a felony drug warrant out of St. Louis County.
Jerryd J. Cruise
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03/24/22 Stealing, Fugitive
Chesterfield PD
08/09/21 Defective Equip, Unreg Veh
Jennings St. Louis Co PD
Driving While Revoked, No Veh Ins
06/11/21 Felony Drug Possession
Florissant PD
03/23/21 Drug Violation, Poss Marij, Poss Drug Para FTA War Maryland Heights PD
02/13/21 Domestic Assault
St. Charles City PD
08/05/20 Stealing FTA Warrant
Chesterfield PD
03/03/20 Felony Drug Possession
St. Louis Co PD
02/13/20 Possession of Drug Paraphernalia
Chesterfield PD
01/07/20 Felony Drug Possession
Shrewsbury PD
10/14/19 Felony Drug Possession
Park Ranger
07/25/19 Poss of Marijuana
Normandy PD
07/12/19 Disobey Stop Sign, No Veh Ins, Drive W/Revoked
St. Louis Co PD
05/12/05 Speeding Guilty 1-day jail
St. Louis Co PD
21-250: An officer responded to Florissant PD for a prisoner pickup. Upon arrival the
prisoner claimed illness and EMS responded. The prisoner was given a new
Chesterfield court date and released while still at Florissant.
FRIDAY MARCH 25, 2022
An Officer responded to St Louis City for a prisoner pick up involving a POI (POI
Person of Interest in a crime…old days “a suspect.”
An Officer responded to Manchester PD for a prisoner pick up. The subject failed to
show at least two previous times to court. The original charge was stealing
18-4613 Prisoner pick up – Maryland Heights PD: An officer responded to Maryland
Heights for a prisoner with multiple warrants out of this department. The subject was
transported back to this station where she was booked and placed in holdover awaiting
bond and then pickup for an additional warrant out of Vinita Park PD.
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The signs were for Izzy Imig Rockwood School District election.

22-1216 Larceny: Delayed report of two subjects stealing a large amount of fragrances
from Ulta Beauty Supply.

22-1219 Larceny: A subject was arrested for under ringing merchandise at Walmart
Shawn David Sanders 33 Wildwood Mo
22-1220 - Knowingly Burning - 17700 Wildhorse Creek
Officers responded to a recycle container fire at the elementary school. The fire
appeared to be intentionally set. Investigation is ongoing.

22-1221 - DWI - HWY 64 and Long Rd
An Officer made a traffic stop at 64 near Long Rd. During the stop the Officer
determined the driver was intoxicated. Driver refused BAC.
April Marie Ellison 49 Kansas City MO
03/25/22 DWI, Improper Lane Use, No Auto Ins I-64
11/27/16 DWI Guilty SES Probation Speeding $149 fine
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Chesterfield PD
MO Hwy Patrol

22-1222 - Larceny - 100 THF
Employee was arrested after an audit discovered the employee has stolen multiple
items over the past few months.
Gabriel Daniel Bumbac 19
03/26/22 Stealing
Chesterfield PD
08/08/20 No Auto Ins
St. Louis Co PD
01/03/20 Unreg Veh $50 fine, Poss of Marijuana Guilty 2-yr Creve Coeur PD
SIS Probation
10/23/19 Moving Violation Reduced to Parking Vio $250 fine MO Hwy Patrol

22-1223 - DWI/Drugs - Wildhorse Creek and Hwy 64
An Officer made a traffic stop at Wildhorse Creek and 64. During the stop the Officer
determined the driver was intoxicated and in possession of marijuana. Driver refused
BAC
Shawn Gregory Pack 36

Pack

Pack’s eyes
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03/25/22
10/15/21
05/10/21
09/06/20
08/26/20
02/18/20
02/04/20
12/30/19

02/02/19
11/15/17
10/21/16
07/28/15
07/24/15
06/25/15
08/17/13

06/22/13
04/12/13
05/16/09
03/19/09
09/18/08
12/15/07

DWI, Marijuana Poss, Open Container, Speeding Chesterfield PD
Possession of Marijuana, Poss Drug Para
Lake St. Louis PD
Felony Drug Possession
St. Charles Co PD
Domestic Assault, Prop Damage, Assault, Damage Wentzville PD
To Jail Property
Domestic Assault
O’Fallon PD
Felony Drug Possession, Misd Marijuana Poss
Wentzville PD
Driving W/Revoked, Poss of Marij
St. Charles City PD
Felony Drug Possession
St. Charles Co PD
Driving While Revoked Guilty $250 fine, Fail to Drive
In Single Lane $50 fine, No Veh Ins, Possession of
Marijuana $150 fine
DWI, Poss Marij, Poss Drug Para, PG all 10-days St. Peters PD
Stalking Court Order
St. Charles Co
Felony Drug Possession 1-year jail
Maryland Heights PD
Stalking Court Order
St. Charles Co
Domestic Assault Guilty 6 months jail
St. Peters PD
Peace Disturbance Guilty 6-months jail
St. Charles City PD
Filing False Police Report Guilty 6-months jail
St. Peters PD
Unlawful Use of a Weapon Probation Revoked
4-year prison sentence
Violation of Order of Protection 6-months jail
St. Peters PD
Stalking Court Order
St. Charles Co
5-cts Property Damage 30-days jail
St. Peters PD
Felony Child Abuse 4-years prison
St. Charles Co SO
Escape or Attpt Escape from Confinement 4-yrs
St. Charles Co
Burglary Guilty Probation Revoked 5-yrs prison
St. Peters PD

22-1225 - Larceny - 100 THF
Another employee was arrested after an audit discovered the employee has stolen
multiple items over the past few months.
The Brothers Bumbac Jeremy Bumbac 18
03/25/22 Stealing
Chesterfield PD
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SATURDAY MARCH 26, 2022

22-1226 - DWI - 64 and Chesterfield Parkway
An Officer made a traffic stop at 64 and Chesterfield Parkway. During the stop the
Officer determined the driver was intoxicated. Driver refused BAC.
Melissa Frazier-Gaitan 44 Chesterfield

22-1231 Larceny – Olive Blvd: Victim left her vehicle parked on the Stackhouse
parking lot overnight. The vehicle’s driver front window was shattered during this time
frame and several items were stolen out of the vehicle.

22-1236 - Larceny - THF: SEU Officers responded to Walmart for larceny committed by
under-ringing merchandise. 3 Subjects were issued a summons and released at the
scene.
Cierra Morgan 32 could find no criminal record or photo
Ariel Lane 21 could find no criminal record or photo
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Synetta Long 53 We found lots of civil lawsuits against Long but no criminal record

No Report - Disturbance - Clarkson Rd: A customer became irate and belligerent
after her food order was delayed. The business owner declined to press criminal
charges but desired the subject banned from returning to the business. An officer
advised the subject she was no longer welcome to return and made an entry into PIRs.

22-1240-Missing PersonOfficers responded for an 18 year old that exited his father's vehicle while they were
having an argument near Clarkson and Wilson and ran away. The teen resides at an
address on Windfall Ridge near this location. The teen had not returned home after an
hour. Officers searched all the open businesses near the location, however they met
negative results. Drown was going to be deployed but due to high winds we were
unable to put it up. The teen was later located at an address in Town and Country.
No report-Disturbance at Wente's Bar
Officers responded for a disturbance however the victim left the scene prior to police
arrival. The suspect was identified and a FIR was completed. The victim is unknown.
22-1241-AALS- Wildhorse Creek and Baxter Rd
A vehicle struck the cross walk sign and median leaving live exposed wires. St Louis
County Traffic was immediately notified. After following an oil and part trail, Officers
located the vehicle in the parking lot of a nearby apartment complex. Attempts to
contact the owner were negative. Parts left behind were matched to the vehicle. An ID
Officer responded and photographed the vehicle and parts left on scene. The vehicle
was towed due to the extensive damage which was still leaking oil in the parking lot and
an attempt to identify the driver

22-1241-FOLLOW UP to Leaving the Scene
The owner of the vehicle that left the scene turned himself in. He was booked and
charged with Failure to Maintain a Single Lane and Leaving the Scene of an
Accident. He was then released from custody.

SUNDAY March 27, 2022
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An Officer attempted to stop a vehicle 64 Westbound at Timberlake Manor. The vehicle
sped off at a high rate of speed, the Officer did not pursue.

22-1244 Abandoned vehicle/ Towed auto – Elk Ridge Ln: Vehicle was towed by a
private company per Schoettler Village Apartments request due to being left abandoned
on their lot.
22-1245 Abandoned vehicle / Towed Auto – Tramore Dr: Vehicle was towed by a
private company per Village Green Apartment complex request due to being left
abandoned on their lot.

22-1248 - Leaving the Scene - Englewood Terrace: A vehicle struck a resident's
mailbox and fled the scene. The officer obtained a potential license plate for the suspect
vehicle. The report will be forwarded to the Traffic Bureau for investigation.

22-1249 - Fraud - Twingate Dr: The victim sold an item on eBay. The buyer wished to
return the merchandise. The seller refunded the money. When the seller received the
returned package he discovered the original merchandise was not in the parcel.
Instead, a cheaper item was inside the package.
22-1250 - Custody Dispute - Tramore: The stepfather of an 8-year-old child contacted
this department about taking custody of the child. The officer contacted the mother and
Department of Family Services and confirmed the stepfather did not have any legal
custody rights and the child was in no danger.
22-1251 - Warrant Arrest - I64E/Boones Crossing: An officer conducted a traffic stop
and discovered the driver had active warrants with Chesterfield and other jurisdictions.
The officer arrested the driver and booked him at the station.
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MONDAY March 28, 2022

22-1259 Larceny: A resident on Peach Hill Lane reported a license plate off their
vehicle was stolen. Report forwarded to the Detective Bureau
22-1260 CIT: A male subject on Timberlake Manor threatened to cut his neck after an
argument with his elderly mother. The subject was conveyed to Mercy Hospital for an
evaluation

22-1261 Drugs: A traffic stop near Kehrs Mill and Strecker resulted in the driver
receiving a SIL for having possession of drug paraphernalia.

An officer responded to Bridgeton Police Department and arrested a subject for Failing
to Appear on Drug charges. The subject was booked and will be given a new court date
upon release.
An Officer attempted to stop a vehicle 64 Westbound at Timberlake Manor. The vehicle
sped off at a high rate of speed, the Officer did not pursue.

TUESDAY MARCH 29, 2022
22-1264 CIT: A subject outside Seven Eleven stated he was having suicidal
thoughts. He voluntarily rode with EMS to Mercy for an evaluation.

22-1266 Larceny: Approximately eight open packages were found scattered around an
apartment complex on Lydia Hill. The packages were likely recent door deliveries. Five
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of the owners have been contacted. Efforts to contact the remaining owners have so far
been unsuccessful.

22-1267 Car Clotting: Two vehicles on Ardmore Creek were entered and
searched. The owner of one of the vehicles was contacted and reported nothing stolen
at this time. Attempts to contact the second vehicle’s owner have so far been
unsuccessful.

22-1268 Car Clotting: A vehicle on Lydia Hill was entered and searched. The owner is
currently unknown as the vehicle displayed no license plates and the VIN is not on file
through Missouri. A Kansas license plate was found within the vehicle. At this time, it is
unknown if this is a local car clotting or a vehicle that may have been dumped by the
suspects. Vehicle not currently entered as stolen.

Tyler Kenneth Warren 23 Cedar Hill
03/29/22 Marijuana Possession

Chesterfield PD
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22-1280 Larceny: The SEU investigated a delayed report at Walmart on THF. Further
investigation ongoing

22-1282 Liquor Violation: The Crime Suppression Unit while working with the St.
Louis County Police charged a convenience store worker on Olive St Rd. with selling
alcohol to a minor.
Joseph P. Clooney 62

03/29/22 Sale of Alcohol to Minor

Chesterfield PD

No Report-Officers assisted with locating a special needs teenager who walked away
from his residence after an argument with his mother. The teenager was located and
returned home without incident.
SPECIAL CITY COUNCIL MEETING TO SECOND VOTE AND APPROVE TWO
SUBDIVISION PLANS SUDDENLY BECOMES A CRICKET MEETING: McBride and
Sons developers contacted city staff and explained they had contracts for construction
at their planned developments of 27 acre Boone’s Ridge and the 35 acre Fire Rock
subdivisions. Each project needed a second reading and approval vote for McBride &
Sons to begin construction.
A special Council meeting was called on Monday March 28 just for this. (They got the
votes). But instead of a 10 minute meeting the chambers filled up with cricket players.
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The group of mostly India-America residents are still upset that any cricket ball field
would involve an hourly rental of $50 for maintenance while old people get to play pickle
ball for free. Of course the difference is pickleball courts don’t need regular upkeep, like
watering, grass cutting, reseeding, etc. Just like the baseball,, softball, soccer and
football fields, cricket players need to pay a similar hourly rental fee.
Ganesh Krishnamurthy spoke before the Council on the non-agenda item.
NEW CHESTERFIELD PROJECTS/BUSINESSES PLANNED: Here are a few of
them.

Schnucks will open a store at the old Baby's are Us building....approved in-house
by the Planning Dept...so it isn't on active projects...
Old empty Taco Bell on Olive at Chesterfield Pkwy s ...will be a Starbucks....
Hawaiian Brothers eatery wants to go in the Valley
Scooter's Coffee .....Valley
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17100 Chesterfield Airport Road

ADVISORY: Having been back from a stay at Mercy Hospital last week, I’m still feeling
some of the affects from treatment, such as falling asleep while typing at the keyboard,
meaning to write “to” but instead writing “as”. We have checked for these types of
errors but there is no guarantee we found them all. Of course if you don’t like a cartoon
it was probably a mistake.

CARTOONS
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From CBC Grad Mike Peters
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